
It’s All A Leadership
Lesson!

WEB Day straw game
We all make mistakes

Vision Night
Others  molded us into ourselves

Interacting with  Underclassmen
Where was I then?

First ASB meeting together
WOW we have this opportunity

Setting up for Black Light Dance
Location of lights matter

Wednesday Morning Live
Difference of being in Person

Setting up Graduation
We can do this!

Working at the Student Store
This is a business

First  Conference At Yorba Linda
Get outside of myself

Selling Flowers at Graduation
It takes a team

Summer Meeting
This is going to be work!

Mr Grismer Life Story
Learning from another’s life

Web Day
We can help others be successful

Inspirational Speech at CASL
This is bigger than us!

Selling Water at Graduation
Simplify the process 241 141

Being notified that I got into ASB
I have an opportunity

Handing out Schedules on first day
I have information to give!

Registration
I can make a difference

Making posters the quotes
Words make a difference

Helping in Hurricane Relief
Its bigger than us!

Master’s Golf activity at Lunch
Not everyone likes the same thing

Announcing at Lunch Time
Think before I speak.

View from top of the stadium
Looking beyond the field

Personality Types Lesson
We are all unique.

Officers Visit
Opportunities Galore

Mosaic  wall
Get a New Perspective

Bingo
Pay Attention

Synergy
Working together is productive

Having to Give A Speech
Growth comes with challenges

Leadership Videos
New Ideas

Index Card Activity
New ways of doing it, Cooperation.

Having Ms. Molly as sub
Appreciation of Mr. Shaffer

First time working at the Dance
New Responsibilities

Trusting people to do their jobs.
Encouragement. Delegation

Fundraiser distribution
Working to accomplish goals

Move the Piano with Mr. Marshall
Old People can be helpful

Working at Promotion
Setting the stage for next year

Back to School night
Seeing from Parents Point of View

Open House
We have a lot of good stuff!

GATE preview night
Renewed Excitement

WEB Orientation
Helping others succeed

Leadership Quotes
New Thoughts to move forward

Taking Selfies with Random People
Expanding my  base.

ASB IDs cards and Lanyards
With benefits comes responsibility

Be the First Follower
Help create something new.

Butterfly Circus Video
How we look at others

Signing up for the PBIS Store
Responsibility

Performing in the Rain
Entertainment and Smiles

Video at the end of Vision Night
Inspiration to keep going

Why Video
Why we do what we do!

Peoples’ Stories at Vision Night
Learning from others experiences

Being a Turtle in the Show
We all have our parts to play

Jump in Puddles in the Quad Show
Just do it! An added feature

Learning the Story of Sean
Don’t assume that I know.

Hogging the Arcade Games
Look around at others viewpoint

Separating Taco Carts
Adjustments make a difference.

Painting pumpkins
Everything doesn’t have to cost alot
Mr. Shaffer falling off the stage

Take care of the elderly!
Alejandro getting put on time out

Go back in time to make a point
Finishing leftover cake

Always make sure we have enough
Circle of Life

Things do go round and round
Practicing Public Speaking

I will need this
Giving Away Otter Pops
It's good to make people happy

Serving Hot Cocoa
Stay ahead of the game

Dancing with Noah on Stage
Things are easier with a talent

Signing up for ASB
Take a risk to get places



Pondering with Hot Chocolate
Good to look back to look  ahead

Wednesday Morning Live
Practice to develop confidence

Splatter Paint at the First Dance
It doesn’t just go on the paper!

Cleaning up the Splatter Paint!
Remember our past  experiences

First Wednesday Morning Live
I should’ve prepared a little more

Connecting all the CARDS
Don't be surprised not being ready

The Newspaper Fashion Show
Everyone has a part to play

Writing Down Goals
Creates Accountability

Slam Dunk contest
Create successful opportunities

Soda Exploding at Open House
There are consequences to actions

Rating Ourselves
Self Evaluation can be valuable

James $20 for knowing names
It pays to pay attention

Lollipop Lesson on TED
Little things make a difference

“I have, You Haven’t”
Everyone's experiences not same

Block-stacking activity
Plan Ahead

Leadership develops daily, not in a day
Be patient

Leadership law posters
Remember to move forward

Trust:the foundation of leadership
Trust takes time

Greater things have yet to come
Foundation is important

Laying the Foundation
We may not see end result

Say-do ratio
Am I doing what I say I will

No one can make you feel inferior
     without your consent:
              Eleanor Roosevelt

It's a choice, easier said than done
Teacher’s lounge help

Wow . . .I can’t believe I am here!
Give power to others

Not easily done . . .develop trust

Basketball tournament
Keep things moving Games to 3

Eva &Kat  organizing office?
Best Intentions sometimes are not

Building pyramids
Plan ahead to be successful

In-n-Out Lunch Day
How to serve people quickly

Good is the enemy of great
Don't be satisfied with just OK..

Who you are is who you attract
Be a person people want to be by

Who inspired us
Look back, who might I inspire

Standing up for what is right.
In the end it works. Not easy.

Dare to dream - Sled Run
At least give it a chance

Toy airplanes
Success doesn't just happen

Organizing pictures
Planning pays off

Organizing fundraising boxes
Plan how things will  happen

Organizing GRRR cards
Planning makes things easier

Pie-eating contest
Quick transitions to next group

Bean-bag toss
Sometimes simple is good

Puzzles
See  from different  perspectives

Work like a factory
Various parts of the machine

Focus on people not the project
People first

Old  yearbooks
Similarities/Differences

Mini-bicycle activity
New experiences stretch us

GRRR card debates
Learn Power of Persuasion

How we gravitate toward groups
Sometimes out of comfort zone

View from Top of the Stadium
New Perspectives Look past field

Grab the finger game
Think about multiple ideas

Enter signs on Exit doors
Go out and make a difference!

Laws of Leadership…
                    John Maxwell
• The Law of Process – Leadership

develops daily, not in a day.
• The Law of Solid Ground - Trust is

the foundation of leadership.
• The Law of Looking - Leaders look at

everything with a leadership bias.
• The Law of Priorities – Leaders

understand that activity is not
necessarily accomplishment.

• The Law of Empowerment – Only
secure leaders give power to others.

• The Law of Sacrifice - A leader must
give up to go up.

• The Law of Influence - The true
measure of leadership is influence -
nothing more, nothing less.

• The Law of the Lid – Leadership
ability determines a person's level of
effectiveness.

• The Law of Respect - People naturally
follow leaders stronger than themselves.

• The Law of Magnetism - who you
are, is who you attract.

• The Law of Connection – Leaders
touch a heart before asking for a hand.

• The Law of the Inner Circle – A
leader's potential is determined by

    those closest to them.
• The Law of Navigation - Anyone can

steer the ship,  but it takes a leader to
chart the course.

• The Law of Reproduction - It takes a
leader to raise up a leader.

• The Law of Buy-In - People buy into
the leader, then the vision.

• The Law of Victory - Leaders find a
way for the team to win.

• The Law of the Big Mo -Momentum is
a leader's best friend.

• The Law of E.F. Hutton - When the
real leader speaks, people listen.

• The Law of Timing - When to lead is
as important as what to do.

• The Law of Explosive Growth – To
add growth, lead followers –
to multiply growth, lead leaders.

• The Law of Legacy - A leader's
lasting value is measured
by succession.

From the book The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership
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